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DISCLAIMER
While every care has been taken in the preparation of the materials 
contained within this publication, AP4D will not be held liable or 
responsible for any loss, damage or other inconvenience caused as 
a result of any inaccuracy or error within the pages of this publication. 
This publication is not a substitute for independent professional advice 
and you should obtain any appropriate professional advice relevant to 
your particular circumstances. Views expressed cannot be attributed 
to any individuals or organisations involved in the process. 

Australia faces extraordinary challenges to its security 
and prosperity, all while the government endures a 
constrained fiscal environment and global economic 
uncertainty. At the same time, shifting economic, 
diplomatic and military weight in the Indo-Pacific means 
that Australia’s influence will decline in relative terms. 

This all demands a more coherent and coordinated statecraft 
from Australia, one that operates most efficiently and is able 
to do more with relatively less by realising the multiplying 
effects of various instruments and actors working together 
in concert. Such an “all tools” approach to statecraft will best 
position Australia to realise its vision for a region characterised 
by stability, prosperity, resilience and freedom from coercion. 

This starts with a sophisticated understanding of the tools of 
statecraft, including the sheer breadth of such instruments. 
Indeed, many of Australia’s most effective instruments exist 
beyond the conventional domains of diplomacy, development 
and defence. Government can exercise varying degrees of 
control over different instruments ranging from complete 
government control to being a catalyst or influential actor. 
A sophisticated approach also means recognising that 
Australia will need to evolve its tools of statecraft over 
time as the demands on its international policy change. 

A more coherent statecraft means that Australian must be 
able to coordinate its tools and, where necessary, develop 
fully integrated strategies. This will not only help avoid 
conflicting efforts but also promote an international policy that 
brings multiple forces to bear on complex problems. Australia 
has done this well before, often in urgent crisis situations. 

While mechanisms for coordinating Australia’s statecraft 
already exist, they are insufficient for ensuring that 
policymaking, decision-making and implementation 
are consistently and most effectively joined up. There 
is scope for greater strategic guidance, as well as improved 
structures and processes at the political and bureaucratic 
level for running international policy. Other barriers to 
an effective “all tools” approach to statecraft – such as 
siloed departmental cultures and impediments to flexible 
collaboration across government – must also be addressed. 

PATHWAYS

A “4S” set of pathways – strategy, structure, staff, 
society – is proposed to realise a more coherent “all 
tools” approach to Australia’s international policy. 

STRATEGY: More coherent strategies and 
narratives for Australia’s international policy

• A coherent strategy and narrative for 
Australia’s international policy

• High-level political direction about valuing 
and using Australia’s tools of statecraft

• Greater focus on long-term strategic planning

STRUCTURE: Effective structures, coordination 
mechanisms and resourcing 

• A more inclusive and focused approach by Cabinet 
and ministers across international policy

• A clearly mandated coordinating 
entity for international policy

• A more objective approach to resourcing and using 
tools of statecraft, valuing diverse contributions 
to Australia’s international objectives

• More collaborative approaches to coordinated 
planning, policy and implementation

• More streamlined systems for intelligence 
distribution, information sharing and finding 
key contacts across government

STAFF: A diverse government workforce with 
a culture of learning and engagement

• Boost the diversity of professional experience

• Structured engagement and learning opportunities

• A streamlined security clearance system

SOCIETY: Australian Government engaging 
consistently and broadly at whole-of-nation level

• A concerted effort to achieve whole-of-
nation buy-in on international policy

• Develop greater capability to engage external 
expertise, domestic policy agencies and other actors

Executive Summary
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To meet the demands of this context, Australia’s 
international policy needs to fully utilise all of its assets in 
a coherent and coordinated manner. While Australia is a 
sophisticated and effective international actor,1 it is vital 
to continue to interrogate whether its tools of statecraft 
and means for coordinating them are fit for purpose. 

No single, optimal institutional arrangement exists for 
Australian statecraft that will fully utilise and perfectly 
coordinate its various resources and capabilities as 
circumstances evolve. There is, however, scope for greater 
coordination between the conventional arms of international 
policy – development, diplomacy and defence – and to 
harness broader capabilities, including domestic policy 
instruments, to advance and safeguard Australia’s interests. 

AUSTRALIA’S STATECRAFT FACES  
AN UNPRECEDENTED MIX OF  
EXTERNAL PRESSURES AND 
INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

As power shifts in the Indo-Pacific, Australia’s relative 
economic, diplomatic and military weight will likely recede – just 
as the region becomes the centre of geopolitical competition. 
Australia will remain a significant and influential power, but 
this power will wane in relative terms as others advance.2 This 
will place hard limits on Australia’s capacity for influence and 
to manage conventional security problems, unconventional 

1  See: Caitlyn Byrne et al, ‘Assessing Australia’s Strategic Personality’, Griffith Asia Institute, November 2022 https://www.griffith.edu.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0038/1648766/Assessing-Australias-strategic-personality-web.pdf

2  Hervé Lemahieu et al, ‘Asia Power Index: Key Findings 2021’, Lowy Institute, December 2021 https://power.lowyinstitute.org/downloads/
low y-institute-2021-asia-power-index-key-findings-report.pdf

3  World Economic Outlook Report 2022, International Monetary Fund, October 2022, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Is-
sues/2022/10/11/world-economic-outlook-october-2022

4  For more on the meaning of ‘statecraft’, see Joanne Wallis et al, ‘Statecraftiness: weaving webs of statecraft in the Pacific Islands’, 
University of Adelaide, January 2023 https://www.adelaide.edu.au/stretton/ua/media/665/statecraftiness.pdf

threats like disinformation and grey zone tactics, and 
challenges to democratic and environmental resilience. 

Simultaneously, Australia faces extraordinary resource 
constraints due to the economic effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic, budget deficits and ongoing global pressures. 
A predicted slowdown in economic growth due to 
high inflation, the ongoing ramifications of Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine and the lingering effects of the 
pandemic together present strong headwinds.3

Moreover, problems can no longer be dealt with through 
institutional silos, especially given the dissolving boundaries 
between domestic and international policy. The cumulative 
effect of these pressures and constraints will demand a more 
efficient and better coordinated approach to statecraft.4 
Australia will need to do more with relatively fewer resources 
by realising the multiplying effects of combining tools of 
statecraft effectively. By reducing duplication, ensuring 
they leverage one another and are better geared towards a 
select set of aligned goals, Australia will be able to achieve 
more at a critical time. Moreover, existing mechanisms for 
coordinating policy are necessary – but not sufficient – for 
a coherent “all tools’’ approach to international policy.

Fortunately, Australia has incredible institutional and resource 
advantages. In combination with astute policymaking 
and a creative application of all tools of statecraft, 
Australia can continue to exercise decisive agency over 
its future and retain regional and global influence.

Why it matters

Australia’s external environment continues to grow in complexity, driven by a shifting geopolitical landscape and 
an array of complex economic, environmental and technological challenges – all while the nation faces a relative 
decline in its national power.
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BOOSTING AUSTRALIA’S ABILITY 
TO DELIVER ON AUSTRALIA’S 
AGENDA FOR THE REGION 

Australia’s partnerships, especially in Southeast Asia 
and the Pacific, are a central pillar of the Government’s 
international policy. In particular, there is a focus on valuing 
regional partnerships in their own right, not simply through 
the lens of great power competition. The Government’s 
emerging vision is based on partnering with regional 
countries and key groupings such as the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Pacific Islands 
Forum (PIF) to realise a future defined by characteristics 
including: stability, prosperity, resilience, peace, respect for 
sovereignty, predictability, and freedom from coercion.5

The Indo-Pacific faces an array of challenges: climate change 
and the human security dilemmas created by it; negotiating 
the challenges and opportunities posed by China’s rapid 
increase in power; economic recovery post-COVID-19; 
hybrid threats including disinformation and cyber attacks. 
Meeting the Government’s expansive vision for Australia’s 
regional partnerships – despite the cumulative effects of 
these and other challenges – means developing an approach 
to statecraft that utilises all of Australia’s assets. The 
government’s own rhetoric, calling for an “all tools of statecraft” 
approach to international policy, recognises this imperative.6 
Importantly, this is an area of bipartisan agreement.7

5  Penny Wong, ‘Special Lecture to the International Institute for Strategic Studies – A Shared Future: Australia, ASEAN and Southeast Asia’, July 
2022 https://www.foreignminister.gov.au/minister/penny-wong/speech/special-lecture-international-institute-strategic-studies-shared-future-austra-
lia-asean-and-southeast-asia; Penny Wong ‘Speech to the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, December, 2002 https://www.foreignmin-
ister.gov.au/minister/penny-wong/speech/speech-carnegie-endowment-international-peace; Penny Wong ‘Speech to the Pacific Islands Forum 
Secretariat, May 2022, https://www.foreignminister.gov.au/minister/penny-wong/speech/speech-pacific-islands-forum-secretariat. See also: 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ‘New International Development Policy: Terms of Reference’, November 2022 https://www.dfat.gov.au/
development/new-international-development-policy/terms-reference - These include: Building effective, accountable states that can sustain their 
own development; Enhancing states and community resilience to external pressures and shocks; Connecting partners with Australia and regional 
architecture, and Generating collective action on global challenges that impact our region.

6  See, e.g., Penny Wong, ‘Expanding Australia’s Power and Influence’ National Security College, ANU, November 2021, https://www.pennywong.
com.au/media-hub/speeches/expanding-australia-s-power-and-influence-speech-to-the-national-security-college-australian-national-universi-
ty-canberra-23-11-2021/; Pat Conroy ‘Australiasian Aid Conference’, November 2022 https://ministers.dfat.gov.au/minister/pat-conroy/speech/
australasian-aid-conference; Tim Watts, ‘Perth USAsia Centre - Roundtable Remarks’, August 2022, https://ministers.dfat.gov.au/minister/tim-
watts/speech/perth-usasia-centre-private-roundtable-opening-remarks; Richard Marles, ‘Address to the Sydney Institute Annual Dinner Lecture’, 
November 2022, https://www.minister.defence.gov.au/speeches/2022-11-14/address-sydney-institute-annual-dinner-lecture

7  See, e.g., Simon Birmingham, ‘Speech to 2022 AIIA National Conference’, October 2022, https://www.senatorbirmingham.com.au/
aiia-nation al-conference/; Marise Payne, ‘Address to AP4D Southeast Asia Symposium’, February 2022. 
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 WHAT ARE THE TOOLS OF 
AUSTRALIAN STATECRAFT?

The measure of Australia’s statecraft is how well it can 
harness, operate and coordinate the sum of the country’s 
national assets and resources. This starts with understanding 
what tools of statecraft Australia possesses in order to 
defend or promote its national interests. A “tool of statecraft” 
is an instrument or lever through which the government 
can generate international effects to its advantage.

Figure 1 on page 16 outlines the tools of Australian statecraft. 
“Tools” are articulated here as the specific instruments 
through which Australia can generate international effects. 
“Capabilities and assets” are the actors and resources that 
operate or underlie the tools. The “bases” of Australian national 
power are the fundamental characteristics and endowments 
of Australia that are operationalised by the capabilities. 

HOW SHOULD WE COMPREHEND THE 
TOOLS OF AUSTRALIAN STATECRAFT?

The tools of statecraft are not static, but evolve as national 
capabilities grow and are refined. They can also be 
strengthened by the manner in which they are utilised. 
Government can exercise varying degrees of control over 
different instruments across a spectrum ranging from 
complete government control (such as official diplomacy 
or deployment of the Australian Defence Force) to being a 
catalyst or influential actor (such as in trade). This also affects 
how quickly a tool of statecraft can be mobilised. It is important 
for government to be aware of the right role to play and how 
asserting too much control over certain tools (such as media 
and culture) can be self-defeating. In a liberal democracy, 
it is also important that government not overextend its 
interventions in a manner that stifles or constrains free society.

A sophisticated approach to statecraft recognises that tools 
can have effects beyond the domain they are conventionally 
associated with. For instance, security initiatives such as the 
Five Powers Defence Arrangement or Australia’s Defence 
Cooperation Program can generate broader diplomatic and 
development dividends. In a similar vein, diplomacy between 
foreign ministries can be an important element of conventional 
deterrence, outlining worldviews and signalling intent. A 
development cooperation program may deliver on the health 
and education aspirations of regional partners, thereby 
becoming not just the language, but also the measure of a 
successful diplomatic relationship for countries, particularly 
in the Pacific and Southeast Asia. It is also well understood 
that trade and investment can benefit from – and be the 
basis for – deeper relations between countries, whether 
that be in the diplomatic, security or development realm.

Australia’s tools of statecraft

A coherent approach to statecraft allows Australia to 
recognise the sheer breadth and diversity of instruments 
available to it. It encourages a creative and flexible 
approach to international engagement, avoids a reversion 
to standard operating procedures and allows difficult 
problems to be addressed through multiple means.8 All of 
this encourages a more rigorous approach to policymaking, 
where all relevant options are considered and evaluated. 

In recent times, there has been a perceived overreliance 
on defence or security instruments as a tool of first resort, 
in particular at the expense of diplomacy as the default 
primary response to growing geopolitical tensions.9 This 
has also come in response to unpredictable crises: natural 
disasters and the COVID-19 pandemic. An overreliance 
on defence or security instruments may indicate that more 
appropriate assets are under-resourced or under-prepared. 
There should be a greater awareness that Australia’s 
priority regions may view military involvement differently to 
Australia, especially countries with a history of domestic 
military use, or no militaries at all like many Pacific nations.

8  See further: Caitlyn Byrne et al, ‘Assessing Australia’s Strategic Personality’, Griffith Asia Institute, November 2022, ref: pages 35-37 
on Australia’s being perceived as a sometimes simplistic or conventional strategic actor https://www.griffith.edu.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0038/1648766/Assessing-Australias-strategic-personality-web.pdf 

9  See, e.g., Richard Moore, ‘Into the Dragon’s Mouth: The Dangers of Defence-led Foreign Policy’, Australian Outlook, July 2020 https://
www.internationalaffairs.org.au/australianoutlook/into-the-dragons-mouth-the-dangers-of-defence-led-foreign-policy/

10  DFAT received an appropriation of $6.6 billion for the 2022-23 financial year. See further: Melissa Conley Tyler, ‘Diplomacy is Essential 
to a Peaceful World, So Why Did DFAT’s Funding Go Backwards in the Budget?’, The Conversation, April 2022 https://theconversation.
com/diplomacy-is-essential-to-a-peaceful-world-so-why-did-dfats-funding-go-backwards-in-the-budget-180313

11  See further: Development Intelligence Lab, ‘A Review of Reviews Insights from four decades of reviews into Australia’s development 
program’, January 2023 https://www.devintelligencelab.com/review-of-reviews

EVOLVING THE TOOLS OF STATECRAFT 
TO MEET AUSTRALIA’S NEEDS

As the demands on Australian statecraft evolve, existing 
tools will need to be adapted or wholly new instruments 
created. Given that specific capabilities are created by 
mobilising national resources, often over the long-term, 
Australia needs to anticipate emergent needs for new 
tools of statecraft and initiate their development. 

This requires the humility to identify global best practices. 
For example, the limited scope of both Austrade and Export 
Finance Australia means that Australia does not have the 
ability to assist Australian businesses find global markets 
in the way the Export-Import Bank of Japan does. 

At a broad level, Australia should continue further developing 
and investing in different tools of statecraft. This could include:

Continue to prioritise boosting Australia’s diplomatic 
resources.10 This could include investing in a greater 
diplomatic presence and capability outside capital cities in 
key Asian countries, and developing better relationships 
with regional leaders beyond established elites.

Resetting the purpose, scope and capabilities of 
Australia’s development cooperation approach 
through the new Development Policy which will 
harness traditional official development assistance 
alongside whole-of-government capabilities.11
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Develop a more nuanced approach to soft power, especially 
knowing how to stimulate the features that make Australia 
attractive (but which are not directly or entirely controllable by 
government) – its free media, education system, democratic 
governance, and lifestyle and clean environment – and 
developing authentic and subtle ways to promote them. 

A greater ability to harness domestic policy tools and 
recognise their international effects. Immigration and 
education policy in particular can forge more intimate 
and resilient international partnerships, as well as better 
integration with the Indo-Pacific region.12 For example, as 
often the first point of contact, complex visa categories 
with stringent conditions can alienate both elites and 
the broader public in Asia and the Pacific from visiting 
Australia. Similarly, Australia’s education system is vital to 
foreign policy through the circulatory benefits derived from 
international students, with many government and industry 
elites in the Indo-Pacific having studied in Australia. Australia 
developing an Asia-literate population remains vital, including 
through widespread learning of regional languages. 

Australia’s broader public policy infrastructure – across 
all three levels of government, in universities and think 
tanks, and in the private sector – is also a valuable asset. 
These policy capabilities can be utilised to influence 
international standards in key technical domains and 
provide public goods to international partners – for 
instance, Australian expertise in infrastructure, agriculture, 
public health and public financial management. 

Further developing creative and sophisticated 
tools to counter hybrid and grey zone 
threats, such as foreign interference.13

12  See, e.g., Susannah Patton, ‘Crumbling Cornerstone? Australia’s Education Ties with Southeast Asia,’ Lowy Institute, November 
2022 https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/crumbling-cornerstone-australia-s-education-ties-southeast-asia; Tom McIlroy, ‘Why 
Australia Needs its ‘Gutsy’ Immigration Review’, Australian Financial Review, November 2022 https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/
why-australia-needs-its-gutsy-immigration-review-20221110-p5bx3j ; Department of Home Affairs, ‘A Migration System for Australia’s 
Future’, September 2022 https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/reports-and-publications/reviews-and-inquiries/departmental-reviews/migra-
tion-system-for-australias-future

13  See, e.g., Katherine Mansted, ‘The Domestic Security Grey Zone: Navigating the Space Between Foreign Influence and Foreign 
Interference’, ANU College of Asia & the Pacific, February 2021 https://nsc.crawford.anu.edu.au/publication/18456/domestic-securi-
ty-grey-zone-navigating-space-between-foreign-influence-and-foreign

Achieving greater coherence

THE IMPORTANCE OF COHERENT 
INTERNATIONAL POLICY

Australia’s international policy can be understood 
as the iterative process of aligning capabilities with 
objectives.14 It is vital, then, that the Government has 
the means and mechanisms to draw the most out of its 
capabilities by using them coherently in combination. 

Coherence across international policy helps ensure 
that Australia’s tools of statecraft generate maximum 
impact. It helps realise the multiplying effects of different 
actors and instruments acting in concert towards shared 
objectives. For instance, Australian defence cooperation 
and development programs working together to bolster the 
capacity of a partner country to manage its own security. It 
also helps prevent different elements of Australian statecraft 
acting at odds with one another. For example, Australia’s 
immigration policies could undermine bilateral diplomacy, 
national reputation, and capacity for influence in multilateral 
human rights forums. Coherence also enables Australia 
to proactively plan for and shape its region, a perceived 
shortcoming in engagement with the Pacific in particular.15 

International perceptions matter too. A coherent 
approach – where the arms of statecraft act in harmony 
– demonstrates the discipline and sophistication 
of Australia’s international policy apparatus.

14 See John Lewis Gaddis, ‘On Grand Strategy’, Allen Lane, 2018, p. 21
15  See, e.g., Caitlyn Byrne et al, ‘Assessing Australia’s Strategic Personality’, Griffith Asia Institute, November 2022, pp. 1, 30-1 https://

www.griffith.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0038/1648766/Assessing-Australias-strategic-personality-web.pdf 

WHAT DOES COHERENCE LOOK LIKE?

What it means for tools of statecraft to work together 
coherently depends on the context and what Australia 
is seeking to achieve. In some instances, the bare 
minimum of avoiding conflicting or duplicative effects 
between different tools is sufficient. In other cases, active 
coordination is necessary to ensure policy and action are 
broadly aligned around overarching goals, even while 
each tool of statecraft operates independently. A fully 
integrated approach, where policy is developed from 
first principles and implemented across multiple tools of 
statecraft, may also be needed in some instances. 

The table below sets out these different layers of coherence 
in international policy. These are not rigid categories: how 
tools of statecraft work together in practice could adopt 
various aspects of these layers at different points. However, 
the distinction between “integration” and “coordination” 
is important to understand given the implications for 
how different tools of statecraft work together. 
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Level of coherence Characteristics & examples

Integration

Policy development 
and implementation 
are fully integrated 
from first principles 
across tools of 
statecraft.

This is the highest degree of coherence, where a unified strategy is centrally developed and 
implemented, cutting across multiple policy areas and utilising multiple tools of statecraft. 

Full integration is difficult. It is intellectually demanding and resource intensive, often requiring 
a designated whole-of-government entity (e.g., a task force) to manage and implement 
it. Given this, pursuing a fully integrated approach should be done so selectively.

A full integrated approach is most useful for:

• Developing high-level national strategies and narratives on significant, 
long-term challenges – e.g., greater power competition, enduring 
alliances and partnerships, human and environmental security.

• Delivering responses to discrete issues or crises that engage 
multiple tools of statecraft (see examples in table below).

Full integration can in some cases be counterproductive – e.g., for international development 
policy to be most effective in a particular place, it may need to take a broader national interest 
perspective than security policy. Forcing these to be perspectives to be integrated under unified 
objectives and control could diminish the effectiveness of each individual tool of statecraft. 

Coordination

Tools of statecraft 
operating 
independently but 
with policy and 
action broadly 
aligned around 
overarching goals.

Given the need for specialisation and delegated responsibility across government, 
the tools of statecraft will continue to be “owned” and operated independently by 
different actors (i.e., DFAT will run most aspects of diplomacy, development and trade; 
Defence will lead on strategic policy and most dimensions of “hard power”).

Given this, Australian statecraft should aspire to a coordinated approach in most aspects of 
its international policy. This means ensuring that the various actors (and the tools they use) 
are broadly aligned around overarching goals, are aware of each other’s role, and regularly 
communicate to share information, combine resources and coordinate action. Coordination is 
less intensive than full integration (as above) and recognises that different tools and actors in 
Australian statecraft each have their own areas of primary responsibility, equities and strengths. 

Coordination is an imperative, for example, in bilateral relationships with engagement across a range 
of actors: foreign ministries, defence forces, development agencies, trade negotiators, and others. 
Each of these actors in the Australian system should have a shared understanding of Australia’s 
interests and priorities in the bilateral relationship, and be in constant dialogue with each other. 

Avoiding conflict 
or duplication

Ensuring that tools 
of statecraft do 
not act at cross 
purposes or are 
duplicative. 

At a minimum, Australian statecraft should ensure that different tools and 
actors do not operate to undermine or duplicate one another. 

An example of cross purposes could include a situation in a bilateral relationship where 
development programs are focused on improving governance and transparency while diplomatic 
efforts are overly focused on cultivating relationships with elites suspected of corruption. 

An example of duplication would be multiple Australian Government agencies providing funding 
to an institution or program without differentiating the purpose of their separate contributions

When done well, coherent Australian policy and action 
should appear seamless – such as in effective crisis 
responses to the downing of flight MH17 or the 2004 
Boxing Day Tsunami. It is, however, conspicuous when 

coherence is lacking – for instance, discontinuity between 
domestic and foreign policy on climate change. The table 
below outlines examples of coordination and integration 
to generate coherence in Australia’s international policy.

Cambodia Peace 
Settlement

Australia’s role generating an innovative model for peace and governance transition in Cambodia in 
the early 1990s illustrated the effectiveness of multiple elements of statecraft being brought together to 
work cooperatively and creatively. International law and governance expertise, defence perspectives, 
and diplomatic insights were combined through an intensive collaborative process to develop the 
initial peace proposal – the “Red Book”. In its implementation, Australian military leadership of the 
international peacekeeping force, Canberra’s strong relationships with Jakarta and Washington, and 
the provision of development assistance to Cambodia were crucial to the nation’s transition.16 

Regional 
Assistance 
Mission to 
Solomon Islands 
(RAMSI)

RAMSI ran from 2003 to 2017 under Australian leadership with the principal aim of restoring law 
and order in Solomon Islands following its collapse in mid-2003. Led by a Special Coordinator 
(a senior DFAT officer), at its height RAMSI comprised ten Australian Government agencies and 
2,225 personnel – primarily ADF and AFP, as well as people from participating regional partner 
countries.17 While the centrepiece of RAMSI was the AFP-led peacekeeping force, ADF capabilities 
provided force protection and logistics. Diplomatic engagement was key for ongoing political 
cooperation with the Solomon Island Government and coordination with Pacific partners. Australia’s 
development capabilities were brought to bear through law and justice, machinery of government, 
and economic governance programs.18 RAMSI illustrates the complementing effects of security, 
diplomatic and development being brought together under a clear structure and leadership.

Creation and 
structure of the 
Office of the 
Pacific (OTP) 

The creation of OTP in 2019 represented a new approach to managing and coordinating whole-of-
government policy towards a specific geographic region. A new “group” under deputy secretary level 
leadership was created in DFAT with a mandate to coordinate all government policy and programs 
with respect to the Pacific and drive overarching strategy. OTP itself manages bilateral and regional 
engagement, economic and human development, and aspects of security engagement.19 It also 
coordinates – through mechanisms such as secondments, IDCs, cabinet processes and informal 
engagement – the Pacific-related work of other agencies. These include: Defence, Home Affairs, Finance, 
Treasury, AFP, Agriculture, Water and the Environment, National Indigenous Australians Agency, 
Attorney-General’s, Health, Export Finance Australia, and the Australian Maritime Safety Authority.20 OTP 
provides a template and testing platform for developing functional bureaucratic structures for coordinating 
international policy around government priorities.21 Further progress remains to be done, however, around 
developing integrated regional and country-level strategies for the Pacific that apply across government.

16 Allan Gyngell and Michael Wesley, ‘Making Australian Foreign Policy’, Cambridge University Press, 2003, pp. 88-94
17 Allan Gyngell, ‘Fear of Abandonment: Australia in the World Since 1942’, La Trobe University Press, 2021, pp. 272-3
18 ‘The Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands’ https://www.ramsi.org/about/
19  Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ‘Organisation Chart’ December 2022, https://www.dfat.gov.au/sites/default/files/

dfat-org-chart-executive.pdf
20 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ‘Office of the Pacific’, est. 2019 ‘https://www.dfat.gov.au/geo/pacific/office-of-the-pacific
21  The extent to which OTP structures and operations might be replicated in the new Office of Southeast Asia in DFAT remains to be seen: 
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Operation 
Sovereign 
Borders (OSB)

In its tenth year of operations, OSB demonstrates effective collaboration across government within an 
integrated structure. The core Joint Agency Task Force (JATF) is led by a senior ADF officer and sits 
in the Home Affairs portfolio under the Minister for Home Affairs.22 Core JATF operations are led by 
different agencies: AFP (disruption and deterrence), ADF and Border Force (detection, interception 
and transfer), and Home Affairs (processing, resettlement and returns). OSB also draws on diplomatic 
resources (Ambassador for People Smuggling and Human Trafficking), intelligence agencies, and an 
array of law enforcement capabilities. JATF and OSB demonstrate the importance of a strong political-
level mandate and a clear interagency structure to make multiple tools of statecraft act in concert.

The Sandline 
Affair23 

In response to the likely use of mercenaries in Bougainville in 1997 by the Government of Papua New 
Guinea (PNG), Australia leveraged multiple tools of statecraft through its diplomacy to dissuade PNG 
Prime Minister Julius Chan from proceeding with their deployment. Defence cooperation, bilateral 
development assistance and relationships with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 
were all used in a coordinated diplomatic effort as inducements and deterrents to the proposed use of 
mercenaries. Australia’s close relationships with the UK, US, and New Zealand were harnessed to broaden 
the diplomatic weight brought to bear. Australia used intelligence assets to monitor the mercenaries’ 
movements while briefing trusted journalists to increase the public pressure on the PNG Government. 
Key to Australia’s success in influencing Chan’s decision to terminate the mercenaries’ contract was the 
leadership and clear objectives laid out by Prime Minister John Howard from the beginning of the crisis, as 
well as the earlier monitoring and planning of the situation by the Strategic Policy Coordination Group.24 

Response to the 
9/11 terror attacks

Swiftly following the attacks by Al Qaeda on the United States on 11 September 2001, the Australian 
government moved to activate the ANZUS Treaty and initiate a robust diplomatic program of support 
for the United States and to defend itself and other nations from further attacks. Meanwhile, a consular 
response was activated for affected Australians and intelligence assessments were rapidly re-
evaluated in collaboration with other Five Eyes and NATO partners. The ADF was mobilised as part 
of a coalition force to expel Al Qaeda from Afghanistan, and a persistent multi-pronged campaign 
of covert action using kinetic, digital, financial, and informational means was undertaken to degrade 
the capacity of Al Qaeda and its capacity to operate. Australia also worked to reset the multilateral 
regulatory framework around terrorist financing through the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade ‘Southeast Asia’ https://www.dfat.gov.au/geo/southeast-asia ; Department of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade, ‘Organisation Chart’ December 2022, https://www.dfat.gov.au/sites/default/files/dfat-org-chart-executive.pdf

22  Department of Home Affairs, ‘Organisational Chart: Joint Task Force – Operation Sovereign Borders’ https://osb.homeaffairs.gov.au/
Files/OSB-organisational-chart.pdf

23 Allan Gyngell and Michael Wesley, ‘Making Australian Foreign Policy’, Cambridge University Press, 2003 pp. 1-6.
24  The Strategic Policy Coordination Group (SPCG) was a standing Interdepartmental Committee comprising deputy secretary and 

division head representatives from DFAT, Defence and Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C) that met regularly to coordinate policy on 
strategic issues. There was also an equivalent group for economic issues, the International Economic Coordination Group (IECG) 
comprising Treasury, DFAT and PM&C representatives, formed to coordinate responses to the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997-98. Allan 
Gyngell and Michael Wesley, ‘Making Australian Foreign Policy’, Cambridge University Press, 2003, pp. 81-2, 84

REALISING GREATER COHERENCE

Figure 2 below captures the main mechanisms – both 
formal and informal – by which international policy 
can currently be coordinated and implemented across 
the Australian Government, at both the political and 
bureaucratic level. Each can serve different purposes 
in specific contexts across the policy cycle.

Each of these mechanisms can be effective when employed 
well in an appropriate context. It is clear, however, from 
the experience of current and former public servants that 
challenges remain for the Australian Government both in 
ensuring that the best possible mechanism is used in the right 
way at any moment and in improving the range of mechanisms 
available – especially at earlier stages of policy development.

FIGURE 2: MECHANISMS FOR COORDINATION OF 
AUSTRALIA’S INTERNATIONAL POLICY
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The structure of government and the mechanisms for 
collaboration can struggle to accommodate issues that 
have bearing on more than one field of policy. This is 
unavoidable to some extent given the need for delegation 
and clear lines of responsibility. The contemporary 
reality, however, is that almost by default most problems 
require collaboration across government. 

The broadly held view – inside and outside government – is 
that Australia is generally a highly proficient actor when 
dealing with discrete issues, especially pressing challenges 
or crises that compel actors to work together (such as in 
the RAMSI, Sandline and 9/11 examples above). Effective 
policy and action is also commonly facilitated by a clear 
coordinating structure, such as between agencies at 
overseas posts or within an interdepartmental task force 
working to well-defined parameters. Operation Sovereign 
Borders exemplifies this. As the table of examples above 
show, clarity on objectives and narrative, a strong ministerial 
mandate, effective leadership by senior bureaucrats, and 
agencies having a collective interest in an issue are also 
important factors enabling integrated policy and action. 

The challenge for Australia is to achieve similarly positive 
outcomes at the macro level: consistently coordinating policy 
and action (and developing fully integrated approaches 
where needed) over the long-term on the big strategic 
issues – great power competition, enduring alliances and 
partnerships, human and environmental security – right 
across the machinery of government. That requires strategic 
planning and the execution of coherent strategies in the 
absence of urgency and where objectives evolve iteratively. 

BETTER MECHANISMS FOR 
COORDINATION AND INTEGRATION

The broad consensus is that the existing mechanisms 
for coordinating policy are necessary – but not sufficient 
– for a coherent “all tools’’ approach to international 
policy. Conventional bureaucratic processes – such as 
ministerial and cabinet submissions, interdepartmental 
committees (IDCs) and new policy proposals (NPPs) 
– are themselves not effective means for eliciting input 
and coordinating perspectives and resources because 
they come too late in the policymaking cycle. Nor 
should policy only be properly coordinated for the first 
time by agency heads at the Secretaries Committee on 
National Security (SCNS) or by ministers at the National 
Security Committee (NSC). More flexible structures for 
interdepartmental work that foster continual collaboration 
right throughout the policy cycle must sit below capstone 
outputs such as cabinet and ministerial submissions. 

The structure and processes of Cabinet committees should 
be examined. The trade minister is not currently a member 
of the National Security Committee, meaning trade and 
investment interests are not directly represented. The 
powerful Expenditure Review Committee (ERC), which 
controls government spending, also lacks an explicit 
structure for considering international policy. Overall, Cabinet 
processes at the political and bureaucratic level could 
benefit from review to enhance their capacity for long-term 
planning and consideration of cross-cutting challenges. 

Most obviously, there is no bureaucratic body with the 
clear authority to develop integrated strategies on the most 
significant strategic issues and coordinate the application of 
various tools of Australian statecraft across government (and 
more broadly with non-government actors). The Department 
of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C) does not have the 
mandate or resources to perform this role. While DFAT has 
leadership in areas such as coordinating engagement across 
government in bilateral relationships, it also does not always 
have the mandate or resourcing to develop international 
policy across government or coordinate its implementation. 

What does it look like for Australia to use all tools of statecraft in practice14

Engagement with actors outside the Federal Government 
is ad hoc on international policy, especially with state 
and territory governments.1 National Cabinet has not 
yet evolved to consider international policy explicitly. At 
the bureaucratic level, there is no consistent strategy 
or mechanism for harnessing tools of statecraft beyond 
the immediate control of the Federal Government. 

PRACTICAL AND CULTURAL BARRIERS

While positive strides have been made, the federal 
bureaucracy remains unnecessarily siloed in its ability 
to collaborate effectively across government. The core 
institutions of Australian statecraft – DFAT, Defence, Home 
Affairs, Treasury, etc. – often adopt different worldviews and 
understandings of the national interest. While contestability 
in assessing problems and prescribing solutions should be 
cultivated, when different perspectives are not reconciled 
in how Australia acts then the risk of incoherence grows. 
While slowly improving, personnel in international policy 
and national security agencies can sometimes lack the 
“intercultural capability” to understand the priorities, strengths 
and ways of working of other bureaucratic actors. Too 
many people from middle to senior management continue 
to have “single-track” careers, without diverse experience 
working across the tools of statecraft, especially in terms 
of experience outside government.2 Security clearance 
delays and inflexible working practices further hinder this. 

Intelligence and information sharing systems are suboptimal. 
There is no unified IT system between international policy 
and national security agencies. Access to intelligence and 
cables varies enormously between agencies. It is often 
difficult to identify key working-level contacts between 
agencies. A common knowledge base and basic network 
are prerequisites for meaningful and easy collaboration. 

1  The Foreign Arrangements Scheme demonstrates this. While the scheme gives the Federal Government powers to prevent, veto or 
cancel arrangements between sub-national actors and foreign entities that are inconsistent with Australian foreign policy, it highlights 
the lack of a proactive approach that seeks to positively shape the worldviews and decisions of states and territories and harness their 
capabilities.

2  See David Thodey et al, ‘Independent Review of the Australian Public Service’, Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2019, p. 25 
https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/resource/download/independent-review-aps.pdf
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GOVERNMENT & INSTITUTIONAL

• Liberal democratic 
governance & values

• Political stability & 
social cohesion

• Diplomatic and consular 
service & assets (DFAT, 
Austrade, Defence, 
Home Affairs, others)

• Development 
institutions & expertise 
(DFAT, ACIAR, NGOs, 
contractors, think tanks 
and universities)

• ADF and Defence 
people, capabilities 
& assets

• Intelligence agencies 
& assets (ASIS, ASIO, 
ASD, DIO, Home Affairs, 
AUSTRAC etc.)

• Economic, trade & 
investment agencies 
(Treasury, Austrade, EFA)

• Sovereign wealth funds

• Official reserves (gold, 
foreign currency)

• Domestic healthcare 
system

• Social security systems

• Fuel reserve

• Financial regulators 
(ASIC, APRA etc.)

• Legal advisory & policy 
agencies (AGD, AGS)

• Law enforcement, 
border control & 
prosecuting agencies 
& assets (AFP, ABF, 
Home Affairs, CDPP, 
state & territory police)

• Maritime, fisheries & 
transport agencies 
(AMSA, AFMA, 
CASA, ASA, ATSB)

• Standards setting bodies 
(Standards Australia, 
various industry or 
technical bodies)

• Scientific institutions 
(CSIRO, ANSTO)

• Immigration system 
and settlement system

• Independent public 
institutions (courts, 
Human Rights 
Commission, 
Reserve Bank)

• Domestic public 
policy infrastructure 
(other Commonwealth 
departments & 
agencies, state  
& territory  
governments)

DIPLOMATIC TOOLS

Diplomatic engagement with other states

•  Bilateral, plurilateral, multilateral

•  Across foreign policy, defence, 
intelligence, security, development, etc

•  Making representations, 
influencing, sharing perspectives, 
negotiating, coercing

Economic diplomacy and trade 
& investment promotion

Hosting and attending international 
meetings & ministerial visits

Individual and institutional 
relationships (political capital)

• Elite networks

•  Civil society

• Diaspora relationships

Mediation and conflict 
resolution as a third party

Consular services

• Provision to Australian citizens

• Provision to other states’ citizens 
(including hostage diplomacy)

Defence cooperation programs

Placement of Australian (or 
Australian-supported) personnel 
in international institutions

• Secondment, nomination, campaigning

Engagement and relationships between 
technical agencies or independent 
institutions & their international 
counterparts (e.g., AEC, Federal Court, 
Human Rights Commission, ACIAR)

Structured exchanges with other states 
(e.g., parliamentary or youth exchanges, 
partnerships between universities or 
think tanks, 1.5 and 2 track dialogues)

CONVENING, INSTITUTION-BUILDING & RULE-MAKING TOOLS

International and multilateral 
institutions & organisations

• Creating, joining or supporting 
an international institution

• Degrading or withdrawing from 
an international institution

Creating or using bilateral and 
plurilateral architecture

• Diplomatic, defence/security, trade/
economic, development, technical

• Alliances, treaties, free trade agreements

• Strategic partnerships, leader/
ministerial/officials dialogues, regular 
meetings of strategic groupings

• Track 1.5/2 dialogues and processes

International law, rules & norms

• Creating, supporting or enforcing rules

• Degrading or abolishing rules

• Litigation (initiating or defending) in 
international legal tribunals or courts

• Prosecuting individuals in Australia 
under universal jurisdiction

Legislation and regulation under external 
affairs power (s 51(xxix) of the Constitution)

INFORMATIONAL & DISCURSIVE TOOLS

Intelligence

• Collecting & using intelligence

• Sharing intelligence with 
partners or publicly

Disinformation

• Offensive information operations

• Defensive and preventative measures

Free press and media

• International projection 
of Australian media

• Australians contributing to local 
media in other countries

• Support for free press internationally

• Mobilisation of counternarratives

• Support for local journalism, civic 
space, and public accountability 
in other countries

Role modelling: influencing 
others through force of example 
and demonstrated integrity

International education and research

• Scholarships (and other 
financial incentives) for 
inbound & outbound study

• International student fees & regulation

• Promoting Australian 
education internationally

• Support for and regulation of 
international research collaboration

Strategic communication  
and messaging

• Speeches & 
 announcements

• Media appearances

• Social media

Cultural diplomacy and promotion

• Conventional public diplomacy

• Amplifying and supporting 
Australian culture (especially 
First Nations), society and values

• Grants and foundations 
for cultural exchange

Advocacy by Australian 
civil society organisations 
(independent of government)

TOOLS OF FORCE

Direct application of physical 
force against adversaries

• ADF operations

• Offensive or defensive actions

Armed deterrence activity 
and operations

• Military exercises & international 
cooperation / coordination

• Force posture decisions

• Capability & procurement decisions

Defence exports

Cyber operations (offensive, 
defensive, deterrence)

Peacekeeping activities

• Australian-led operations

•  Contributing to UN operations

International law enforcement activity 
& operations (including international 
cooperation - e.g., INTERPOL, 
AUSTRAC on illicit finance)

Espionage and covert action 
(subterfuge, deception, sabotage, 
disruption, deterrence)

DOMESTIC POLICY TOOLS

Immigration & social cohesion

• Size, composition and 
origin of migrant intake

• Size and origin of humanitarian intake

• Operation of visa system

• Provision of migrant and 
settlement services

Climate change & energy policy

Domestic economic policy 
with international effects

• Federal budget (fiscal policy)

• Cash rate (monetary policy)

•  Industrial & manufacturing policy

•  Industrial relations policy

•  Science & innovation policy

•  Supply chain assurance

•  Anti-dumping policy

Policy decisions and actions 
of Australian state and 
territory governments

Border control (movement of people, 
quarantine, security screening) 

Education & research

• Language learning

•  Teaching of Australian 
history and culture

• Government research 
priorities and funding

TOOLS OF DIRECT 
APPLICATION OR ACTION

Positioning or Australian assets 
and people overseas (diplomatic 
missions, development personnel 
and organisations, ADF personnel)

Direct provision of humanitarian 
assistance and/or disaster relief

Building physical infrastructure

Development project & programs, 
including the provision of 
technical assistance and capacity-
building to other nations

Directly providing technical assistance 
or capacity-building to other nations

ECONOMIC & FINANCIAL TOOLS

Trade, investment & economic agreements

• Bilateral, plurilateral, 
multilateral agreements

Market access: allowing or denying 
access to Australian markets 
for foreign trade & investment 
(including labour market access)

International engagement and 
coordination on monetary policy by 
RBA with other central banks

Strategic financial inducements

Climate finance

Outward investment (FDI & portfolio)

Development finance

• Direct bilateral finance 

• Contributing to multilateral 
development institutions

Sanctions

• Targeted at individuals, 
organisations or states

Tracking, regulating or freezing 
international financial transactions

Export finance

Domestic market protections

• Subsidies, tariffs, quotas, bans

Strategic financial inducements 
Tourism (inbound and outbound)

• Encouraging or discouraging Australians 
travelling to certain destinations

• Promoting Australia as a destination

Funding for international organisations

• Increasing or decreasing funding

Government procurement

• Direct funding (or withdrawing 
it) for suppliers

• Indirect market-shaping & signalling effect

Loans and grants to individuals, 
organisations or states (that are not 
counted as development finance)

CIVIL SOCIETY & CULTURAL

•  First Nations people, 
communities & cultures

• Cultural diversity (including 
diaspora communities)

• Religious organisations

• Trade unions

• Civil society organisations, 
charities & NGOs

• Australian media and press

• Think tanks, researchers, 
educational institutions

• Sport, arts, culture

• Perceptions, history and 
memory of Australia’s role 
in the world and particular 
regions (e.g., historic 
connection to the Pacific)

FIGURE 1: THE TOOLS OF AUSTRALIAN STATECRAFT, AND THE 
CAPABILITIES AND BASES OF POWER UPON WHICH THEY REST
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• Knowledge industries

• Extractive industries

• Agricultural industries

• National budget & 
public spending

• Large and 
sophisticated 
consumer markets

• International economic 
interaction (inward 
and outward trade, 
investment, migration)

• Science and 
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• Australian Dollar
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& Australian-
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• Energy infrastructure 

• Travel hubs (ports, 
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• Sophisticated banking 
and finance institutions

• Defence industry

• Highly sophisticated 
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research ecosystem 
(pre-school 
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An Australia that uses all the tools of 
statecraft in a coordinated or integrated way 
demonstrates “strategic coherence”:

  Strategic coherence is about “getting our act 
together”, making the most of strengths and 
reducing weaknesses. It is about different parts 
of government – and potentially, wider Australian 
society – utilising their capabilities within an overall 
game-plan that maximises the chances of success. 
It necessitates having clear and shared goals and 
working together to see that they are achieved.25

Through a more coherent, “all tools” approach to 
its international policy, Australia becomes a more 
influential regional force capable of protecting 
and advancing its security and prosperity. 

Australia has a deep understanding of how tools of 
statecraft work in harmony with others, and how these 
tools have a multiplying effect when deployed in concert. 
There are refined narratives and strategies for Australia’s 
international policy and effective implementation of them. 
Central to this are embedded practices for identifying 
problems clearly and early, to allow proactive planning 
that enables Australia to shape its environment. All tools 
of statecraft – not just the conventional – are valued 
and understood for their contributions to international 
policy: education, immigration, media and culture, and 
the capabilities of state governments, for instance.

25  Asia-Pacific Development, Diplomacy & Defence Dialogue, ‘What does it look like for Australia to be a Strategically Coherent 
Actor in Southeast Asia’, 2022 https://www.asiapacific4d.com/shared-future/strategically-coherent-actor#what-is

This effective international policy is supported by structures 
and resourcing that enable long-term planning, strategy 
development and organisation of how the tools of statecraft 
are deployed. There is an entity with the mandate, capability, 
mechanisms and cross-departmental reach to coordinate 
coherent international policy. These structures minimise 
unproductive tensions within the machinery of international 
policy, while nurturing the necessary contestability 
around assumptions, ideas and policy proposals. 

More coherent strategies and more effective 
structures for coordination harness a diverse 
workforce with a culture of learning. They are also 
supported by consistent engagement with all relevant 
stakeholders that contribute to international policy.

The pathways below are presented as discrete, 
practical options for realising this vision for Australia’s 
international policy. They are most likely to be 
successful – and their positive effects multiplied – if 
implemented in combination. Figure 3 illustrates 
how the four pathways – strategy, structure, staff, 
society – support and are built upon each other.

The vision in practice

FOLD OUT
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FIGURE 3: VISION FOR AN “ALL TOOLS” APPROACH FOR STRATEGIC COHERENCE 
IN INTERNATIONAL POLICY: “4S: STRATEGY, STRUCTURE, STAFF, SOCIETY”
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STRATEGY: MORE COHERENT STRATEGIES AND NARRATIVES  
FOR AUSTRALIA’S INTERNATIONAL POLICY

26  Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ‘2017 Foreign Policy White Paper’, November 2017, https://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/
minisite/2017-foreign-policy-white-paper/fpwhitepaper/index.html

27  See, e.g., Her Majesty’s Government, ‘Global Britian in a Competitive Age: The Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development 
and Foreign Policy’ March 2021, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/975077/Global_Britain_in_a_Competitive_Age-_the_Integrated_Review_of_Security__Defence__Development_and_Foreign_Pol-
icy.pdf. See also: Asia-Pacific Development, Diplomacy & Defence Dialogue, ‘What does it look like for Australia to be a Strategically 
Coherent Actor in Southeast Asia’, 2022 https://www.asiapacific4d.com/shared-future/strategically-coherent-actor

28  The White House, ‘National Security Strategy’, October 2022 https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Biden-Har-
ris-Administrations-National-Security-Strategy-10.2022.pdf

29  Hugh Piper, ‘Recalibrating Australia’s Foreign Policy for a more Dangerous World,’ The Strategist, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, 
May 2022 https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/recalibrating-australias-foreign-policy-for-a-more-dangerous-world/; Ben Scott, ‘A Strategy 
for Uncertain Times’, The Interpreter, The Lowy Institute, May 2022 https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/strategy-uncer-
tain-times; Ben Scott, ‘Sharper Choices: How Australia Can Make Better National Security Decisions, The Lowy Institute, December 
2022 https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/sharper-choices-how-australia-can-make-better-national-security-decisions

30  The current government’s approach most closely resembles this third option, though it is unclear the extent to which speeches by cabi-
net ministers reflect a detailed set of strategies internal to government.

A COHERENT STRATEGY AND NARRATIVE 
FOR AUSTRALIA’S INTERNATIONAL POLICY

The government should develop clear, overarching strategic 
guidance for Australia’s international policy over the next 3-5 
years. This guidance should outline Australia’s worldview 
and global challenges while providing broad guardrails for 
policy and resourcing by setting out high-level objectives and 
priorities. This would signal intent to domestic and regional 
audiences, while having an organising effect on the machinery 
of international policy. Given that there are several reviews 
underway for discrete policy areas, overarching strategic 
guidance can bring greater coherence at this critical juncture. 

The Government has options for what this 
strategic guidance could look like:

• A whole-of-government integrated review 
or strategy document that comprehensively 
assesses challenges and provides detailed 
decision-making and resourcing guidance. The 
Government would need to consider the scope 
of this document in terms of whether it focuses 
on whole-of-government international policy 
and engagement (more comprehensive than 

the 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper26) or a take 
an approach encompassing both international 
policy and national security more broadly (for 
instance, the 2021 UK Integrated Review27 or 
the 2022 US National Security Strategy28). 

• A regular policy statement outlining Australia’s 
global outlook and security challenges, priorities 
and resourcing to achieve these objectives, for 
example annually. This could be a short public 
document or a major address to parliament by 
the Prime Minister.29 Again, the policy scope of 
this would need to be considered, whether it is 
tightly focused on international engagement 
or takes a broader “national security” lens. 

• Multiple strategies are developed on discrete 
themes while retaining coherence around 
core principles and a centralised resourcing 
model. Regular speeches by ministers would 
update how these strategies evolve.30 

The Government should weigh the benefits and downsides 
of respective options. Before commencing a larger scale 
process, lessons from previous “integrated review” or “national 
security strategy” exercises in Australia and similar systems 

Pathways

must be considered.31 Such reviews can carry the risk of 
becoming so elaborate that they are counterproductive. 
When done well, however, they can give a bureaucracy 
the space to generate a narrative and set priorities across 
government. Research assessing quadrennial reviews and 
national security strategies in the United States suggests 
that such processes are more effective at generating 
organisational change and coordinating the work of agencies 
than making significant progress on substantive policy.32

A more flexible and iterative approach could allow strategic 
guidance to evolve easily and facilitate more substantive 
policy development. This would, however, forego the impact 
of a single core strategy document and will not generate 
the same integrating effect across government that a large 
coordination process would, which can be an end in itself. 

A HIGH-LEVEL POLITICAL DIRECTIVE 
ABOUT VALUING AND USING 
AUSTRALIA’S TOOLS OF STATECRAFT

The Prime Minister and senior cabinet ministers should make 
clear statements about valuing and using all the tools of 
Australian statecraft, especially what that looks like for key 

31  See e.g., Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, ‘Strong and Secure: A Strategy for Australia’s National Security’, January 2013 
https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/167267/Australia%20A%20Strategy%20for%20National%20Securit.pdf; The White House, ‘National 
Security Strategy’, October 2022 https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Biden-Harris-Administrations-National-Se-
curity-Strategy-10.2022.pdf; United States Department of Defense, ‘2022 National Defense Strategy of the United States of America’, 
October 2022 https://media.defense.gov/2022/Oct/27/2003103845/-1/-1/1/2022-NATIONAL-DEFENSE-STRATEGY-NPR-MDR.PDF; 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, ‘Quadrennial Defense Review’, Archive of Reviews 1997 – 2014 https://history.defense.gov/Histor-
ical-Sources/Quadrennial-Defense-Review/; Her Majesty’s Government, ‘Global Britian in a Competitive Age: The Integrated Review 
of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy’ March 2021, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/975077/Global_Britain_in_a_Competitive_Age-_the_Integrated_Review_of_Security__Defence__
Development_and_Foreign_Policy.pdf

32  A cumbersome bureaucratic consultation and long drafting process, combined with the fact that the final document is unclassified, 
means that such documents struggle to retain relevance as circumstances change and often revert to lowest common denominator 
restatements of existing policy. See: Jordan Tama, ‘The Politics of Strategy: Why Government Agencies Conduct Major Strategic 
Reviews’, Journal of Public Policy, May 2015; Jordan Tama, Does Strategic Planning Matter? The Outcomes of U.S. National Security 
Reviews, Political Science Quarterly, Winter 2015-16; Ben Scott, ‘A Strategy for Uncertain Times’, The Interpreter, The Lowy Institute, 
May 2022 https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/strategy-uncertain-times

33  See, e.g., Penny Wong, ‘Expanding Australia’s Power and Influence’ National Security College, ANU, November 2021, https://www.
pennywong.com.au/media-hub/speeches/expanding-australia-s-power-and-influence-speech-to-the-national-security-college-austra-
lian-national-university-canberra-23-11-2021/; Pat Conroy ‘Australiasian Aid Conference’, November 2022 https://ministers.dfat.gov.
au/minister/pat-conroy/speech/australasian-aid-conference; Tim Watts, Perth USAsia Centre - Roundtable Remarks’, August 2022, 
https://ministers.dfat.gov.au/minister/tim-watts/speech/perth-usasia-centre-private-roundtable-opening-remarks; Richard Marles, 
‘Address to the Sydney Institute Annual Dinner Lecture’, November 2022, https://www.minister.defence.gov.au/speeches/2022-11-14/
address-sydney-institute-annual-dinner-lecture

international policy portfolios. This should elaborate on existing 
statements about an “all tools” approach to statecraft.33

The purpose of this is to generate a “whole-of-nation” 
narrative where all of the Federal Government, state and 
territory governments, and the community and industry see 
themselves as influencing and impacted by international 
policy. A particular emphasis should be placed on the 
nexus between domestic and international policy. 

A GREATER FOCUS ON LONG-
TERM STRATEGIC PLANNING

Broadly, international policy agencies should devote 
more time and resources to long-term strategic 
analysis and policy development. In particular, DFAT 
should boost its foreign policy analytical and long-
term planning capability. Structural changes outlined 
below would support greater long-term planning.
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STRUCTURE: EFFECTIVE STRUCTURES, COORDINATION  
MECHANISMS & RESOURCING

34  The current foreign minister and defence minister are members of the ERC, reflecting their political standing. The membership of these 
ministers is not, however, automatic by virtue of their ministerial positions.

35  See: Ben Scott, ‘Sharper Choices: How Australia Can Make Better National Security Decisions, The Lowy Institute, December 2022, 
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/sharper-choices-how-australia-can-make-better-national-security-decisions

36 The NSC has one existing subcommittee, focused on national security investments.

A MORE INCLUSIVE AND FOCUSED 
APPROACH BY CABINET AND MINISTERS 
ACROSS INTERNATIONAL POLICY

Embedding a better coordinated approach must start at 
the top: how ministers make decisions and work together, 
including through Cabinet and its committees. In particular, 
the National Security Committee (NSC), the primary 
decision-making body for international policy and national 
security, and the Expenditure Review Committee (ERC). 

The current Government has included the ministers for climate 
change and international development in the NSC. This 
could further expand to include the trade minister. Similarly 
for the ERC, the Government could consider permanently 
including the foreign and defence minister on an ex officio 
basis.34 While Cabinet committee membership is important, 
this alone is no guarantee of well-coordinated policy and 
action (especially given the inevitable political and personality 
factors involved in any cabinet). The Government should 
therefore also consider imposing more structure and rigour 
on Cabinet discussions, including through simulations 
and scenario planning, as well as contested intelligence 
assessments and policy proposals.35 This could start with a 
review of Cabinet decision making processes at the political 
level and how bureaucratic structures support this. 

Mechanisms for coordinating diplomatic engagement and 
international development policy between ministers could also 
be considered to bring greater coherence to how all parts of 
government contribute to these areas. This could be through 
a cabinet subcommittee or a more informal process.36

A CLEARLY MANDATED COORDINATING 
ENTITY FOR INTERNATIONAL POLICY

Australia needs an organising bureaucratic entity with a 
clear mandate to coordinate its international policy. Its 
primary function would be to conduct long-term planning 
and coordinate how tools of statecraft are used across 
government to avoid conflicts and generate greater 
coherence. This means having full visibility over the 
international policy and engagement of all government 
agencies. On significant cross-cutting issues demanding 
fully integrated policy, it could function as a standing 
body to lead the development and implementation of 
whole-of-government strategies and narratives without 
having to set up and resource a special task force. 

DFAT would be best positioned to take on this role as an 
extension of its current functions. This would mean clearly 
mandating DFAT to lead and coordinate international policy 
across government, while also providing it the resources 
to run integrated policy development when needed. 

An alternative model would be to boost the central 
coordination function of PM&C. This would be preferable for a 
wider remit encompassing both international engagement and 
national security. A “National Security & International Policy 
Adviser” with a dedicated staff could play the coordinating 
function across government and lead on integrated 
policy when needed.37 While understanding the important 
institutional differences between Australia’s cabinet system 
of government and the United States’ presidential system, 
lessons could be drawn from the US National Security Council.

37  A ‘National Security Adviser’ role previously existed under the Rudd and Gillard Governments but had a narrower remit of advising the 
Prime Minister and sat within PM&C. If this option was pursued by the Government, it should strongly consider legislating the role as a 
statutory office. See also: Ashley Townshend and Thomas Lonergan, ‘Russia’s Ukraine Invasion Must Be Australia’s Clarion Call’, The 
Strategist, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, April 2022 https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/russias-ukraine-invasion-must-be-austra-
lias-clarion-call/

38  Similar to the Women’s Budget Statement that accounts for spending on gender equality across government: Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia, ‘Women’s Budget Statement’, Budget 2022-23, October 2022 https://budget.gov.au/2022-23-october/content/womens-state-
ment/download/womens_budget_statement_2022-23.pdf

A MORE OBJECTIVE APPROACH TO 
RESOURCING AND USING TOOLS 
OF STATECRAFT, WHILE VALUING 
DIVERSE CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
AUSTRALIAN DIPLOMACY

Tools of statecraft should be used and resourced in manner 
commensurate to the needs of Australia’s international 
policy. It is important that the Government interrogates the 
relative value and importance it attributes to different tools – in 
particular, that it does not always regard defence and security 
capabilities as its tools of first resort in most situations. 

Specific measures for the Government to consider include:

• Develop decision making frameworks that challenge 
predetermined mindsets during policy development 
and budget processes to ensure all relevant tools 
of statecraft are considered. These could be used 
in NSC, ERC and SCNS discussions, for instance.

• Tracking expenditure to support Australia’s 
international policy through an international 
policy budget statement that summarises 
and collates all such spending across 
international and domestic agencies.38 
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MORE COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES 
TO COORDINATED PLANNING, 
POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The government should boost the adoption of more effective 
means of coordination and collaboration across international 
policy. Additional training for managers and a “licence 
to innovate” from agency heads would be essential. 

The government should consider various measures, including: 

• Encourage and resource more flexible and 
creative collaboration between agencies at 
working levels. In particular, ongoing informal 
collaboration should be prioritised to ensure risks 
and opportunities are managed proactively. 

• Generate permanent structures and dedicated 
resources to administer whole-of-government 
futures exercises and simulations (such as 
red-teaming) with a mandate to stress-test 
policy.39 These should be performed at working 
levels, senior officials level, and in Cabinet. 

• Develop whole-of-government implementation 
frameworks with mechanisms for accountability, 
resourcing and coordination.

39  The bureaucratic coordination entity suggested above could house this capability. See also: Lachlan Wilson et al, ‘Navigating Uncer-
tainty: The Future of Futures Analysis in the Australian Public Service’, June 2020 https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/bit-
stream/1885/227722/1/policy-options-paper-14-futures-analysis-australian-public-service.pdf

40  Any drive towards greater unity and accessibility for information and intelligence would naturally need to be balanced against the nec-
essary demands of security classifications (especially for an air-gapped ‘Top Secret’ system) and other information security measures 
such as compartments. Australia has demonstrated a willingness to make significant investments in national security infrastructure with 
the announcement of a new precinct in Barton: Sarah Basford Canales and Karen Barlow, ‘National Security Office Precinct could Cost 
Federal Government more than $1 billion, Industry Experts Estimate,’ The Canberra Times, October 2022 https://www.canberratimes.
com.au/story/7958005/secretive-barton-project-could-come-with-1b-price-tag/

41  This could be accompanied by an education program that helps agencies understand the value of cables and how to contribute to them. 
See further: Dave Sharma, ‘Taking Australian Diplomacy Digital’, International Cyber Policy Centre, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, 
April 2019 https://www.aspi.org.au/report/taking-australian-diplomacy-digital

MORE STREAMLINED SYSTEMS 
FOR INTELLIGENCE DISTRIBUTION, 
INFORMATION SHARING AND FINDING 
KEY CONTACTS ACROSS GOVERNMENT

Consideration should be given to developing a modernised, 
uniform IT system across agencies that engage on 
international policy and national security issues.40 

Key features of this system could include:

• Continuing to streamline and expand access to 
cables, especially for domestic policy agencies.41

• Improved systems for distributing intelligence that 
make access more consistent across government. 

• An interagency directory of key working-
level contacts across international policy 
and national security, updated in real-time 
and with functional descriptions of individual 
teams. Adoption of a single videoconferencing 
system between agencies would also make 
collaboration across government easier. 

The Government should also continue its efforts to minimise 
unnecessary overclassification of information so that less 
secure but more accessible systems are more useful.
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STAFF: A DIVERSE GOVERNMENT WORKFORCE WITH 
A CULTURE OF LEARNING & ENGAGEMENT

42  Consistent with recommendation 25 of the Thodey Review: David Thodey et al, ‘Independent Review of the Australian Public Service’, 
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2019, https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/resource/download/independent-re-
view-aps.pdf. See also: Commonwealth of Australia, ‘Our Difference Make Us Stronger,’ Australian Public Service Commission, 
September 2022, https://www.apsc.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-09/Diversity%20and%20Inclusion%20Report%202022%20-%20
Accessible.pdf

43  There are several precedents at the state and federal level for graduate programs offering experience across government: New South 
Wales Government, ‘2023 Primary Stream Graduate Program’ https://gradaustralia.com.au/graduate-employers/nsw-government/
jobs-internships/2023-primary-stream-graduate-program; Commonwealth of Australia: ‘Australian Government Graduate Program’, 
https://www.education.gov.au/graduate-and-entry-level-programs/graduate-program/australian-government-careers-pathway-agcp

44  Technology enabled working since COVID-19 has proven that international policy and national security agencies can do flexible working 
well. See more: David Thodey et al, ‘Independent Review of the Australian Public Service’, Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 
2019, https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/resource/download/independent-review-aps.pdf

45  See Thodey Review recommendation 25: David Thodey et al, ‘Independent Review of the Australian Public Service’, Department of 
Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2019, https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/resource/download/independent-review-aps.pdf

46  While secondments serve an immediate functional purpose of interagency collaboration, more needs to be done to capture and institu-
tionalise the knowledge and ways of working generated during secondments.

BOOST THE DIVERSITY OF 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Take a deliberate approach to boosting the diversity 
of professional experience of people working across 
international policy.42 This could include a range of 
initiatives and targeted incentives, including:

• Consider creating an “international policy graduate 
program” across government. Graduates would 
rotate between agencies while developing core 
international policy and diplomacy skills.43 This 
would aim to cultivate diplomacy and international 
policy capability across government beyond DFAT.

• Enable greater location flexibility for staff 
across Australian capital cities, especially 
to attract and retain people from outside 
government and with diverse experience.44 

• Expand and embed incentives (and remove 
disincentives) for staff to move between agencies 
and outside government through their career.45

• Expand the use of secondments between 
international policy agencies to increase 
the range of professional expertise working 
on challenges and broaden the tools of 
statecraft considered by agencies.46

STRUCTURED ENGAGEMENT AND 
LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Structured engagement and learning opportunities between 
people at all levels in international policy agencies and experts 
outside government should be expanded and routinised. 
In particular, scenario planning, “futures” exercises and 
simulations that draw in representatives across and from 
outside government are an effective means of building 
networks and understanding how an array of tools of 
statecraft can be brought to bear on complex problems.47

A STREAMLINED SECURITY 
CLEARANCE SYSTEM

Consider measures to streamline the Government’s 
security clearance system to enable a greater circulation 
of people between agencies and non-government sectors. 
This could also boost the diversity of public servants 
working in international policy in terms of their personal 
background.48 A formalised process that allows security-
cleared external experts to participate more easily in 
policy planning processes should also be considered.

47  See further: Lachlan Wilson et al, ‘Navigating Uncertainty: The Future of Futures Analysis in the Australian Public Service’, June 2020 
https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/bitstream/1885/227722/1/policy-options-paper-14-futures-analysis-australian-public-ser-
vice.pdf

48  See further: Yun Jiang, ‘Chinese Australians in the Public Service,’ The Lowy Institute, April 2021 https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publica-
tions/chinese-australians-australian-public-service; Commonwealth of Australia, ‘Our Difference Make Us Stronger,’ Australian Public 
Service Commission, September 2022 https://www.apsc.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-09/Diversity%20and%20Inclusion%20Re-
port%202022%20-%20Accessible.pdf
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49  See further: Anthony Bergin, ‘Federating Security,’ National Security College, ANU, August 2017 https://nsc.crawford.anu.edu.au/sites/
default/files/publication/nsc_crawford_anu_edu_au/2019-04/pop_4_-_federating_security_-_aug_2017.pdf. See also: recommendation 
12 of the Thodey Review: David Thodey et al, ‘Independent Review of the Australian Public Service’, Department of Prime Minister and 
Cabinet, 2019, https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/resource/download/independent-review-aps.pdf.

50  See, e.g., Hugh Piper, ‘DFAT Needs a Domestic Policy Division’, The Strategist, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, April 2022 https://
www.aspistrategist.org.au/dfat-needs-a-domestic-policy-division/

A CONCERTED EFFORT TO  
ACHIEVE WHOLE-OF-NATION  
BUY-IN ON INTERNATIONAL POLICY

Make a long-term, consistent effort at the political and 
bureaucratic level to build understanding of Australia’s 
international policy. This will help ensure that all tools 
of statecraft are properly resourced and respected 
and that those tools beyond the immediate control of 
government can be harnessed more effectively.

The Government should consider:

• Developing a strategy for consistently 
building support across the Federal 
Parliament, Australian politics and the 
general public for its international policy. 

• Ensuring a cooperative dynamic between ministers 
and departments in international policy. In particular, 
minimising competition for influence and resources. 

• Encouraging state and territory governments at 
the political level to regard themselves as actors 
in international policy while operating within broad 
guidelines set by the Federal Government.49

DEVELOP GREATER CAPABILITY TO 
ENGAGE EXTERNAL EXPERTISE, 
DOMESTIC POLICY AGENCIES 
AND OTHER ACTORS 
While the Federal Government already has significant 
business engagement capability, an enhanced “all tools” 
approach requires greater capacity to coordinate entities 
that hold tools of statecraft beyond government control:

• Develop programs and mechanisms to bring 
external expertise into government policy 
development more easily and flexibly – in 
particular, scientific and technological expertise.

• Develop a dedicated domestic policy engagement 
capability that connects international policy 
agencies with other federal, state and territory 
agencies.50 In particular, this capability should focus 
on how international policy can harness Australian 
expertise and assets to deliver public goods (e.g., 
public health and vaccine delivery; infrastructure) 
and influence international standards. 

• Develop routinised approaches (especially in 
DFAT) to consistently engage non-government 
actors such as the tertiary sector, NGOs, 
community and diaspora groups, media, 
and sports and cultural organisations. 
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